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1 Introduction

The LABORLUXIt-POL is a routine and
research microscope with many facilities of extension for all methods of investigation and measurement in polarized incident and transmitted light. In addition it allows observations in brightfield , darkground, phase contrast and
fluorescent light. The projection attachment, tracing device, and cameras for
photomicrography can be used on it.
The great vertical adjustment range of
the object stage allows the investigation

of relatively deep objects in incident
light and the use of accessorie s such as
the universal rotating stage.
The low-set controls for coarse and fine
focusing ensure reliable and convenient
focusing of the microscope image. Instead of tha built-in 6v 15W low-voltage
illuminator other light sources such as a
sodium lamp and powerful gas discharge
lamps can be used directly or mounted
on bases.

2 Unpac:klng and setting up the microscope

never be touched by hand. Any accidental fingermarks on glass surfaces must
be immediately removed with a piece
of soft chamois leather or a well-washed
li nen rag .
Even minute t races of finger grease can
attack surfaces of high-quality optical
glasses very quickly. The work room
must fulfil some basic requi rements. It
should be as free as possible from dust
or chemical vapours which are likely to
attack optical and mechanical parts. In
addition it should be free from major
temperature fluctuations and vibration.
The plug for connecting the illuminator
should, as usual, have a 6amp fuse.
Check type of current and voltage.

Microscope and accessories are housed
in the microscope cabinet. large components such as the regulating transformer etc. areseparatelypacked. During
unpacki ng the outfit must be carefully
checked against the enclosed packing
note and care taken that no items are
left in t he packing material. The wooden
plate below the object stage, which protected the coarse and fine adjustment
mechanism during transport, must be
removed.
All mechanical and optical parts are
carefully cleaned in the factory prior to
despatch and any contamination with
dirt or dust must therefore be stri ctly
avoided, above all optical parts must
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3 Technical descri ption

phic vertical illuminator are inserted in
the horizontal slide guide of the top part
of the stand. All objectives can be individually centred to the centre 01 the
stage on the revolving nosepiece, centring clutctl, and pol-vertical illumi nator.
Compensators can be inserted at an
angle 01 45 0 in the compensator slot
(13.39). The analyser can be swung-in
and out with lever (1.4); the orientation 01
the vibration direction corresponds to
the horizontal (east-west) line of a crosslines eyepiece inserted.
The following tubes can be inserted in
the bayonet clamp:
1. Monocular pol-tube P 11 with inclined observation tube for the use of eyepieces 01 enlarged field of view. It has a
built-in Bertrand lens (1.3), which can be
swung out of the beam, and a pin-hole
stop (1 .2) whictl can be swung out independently from the Bertrand lens for the
masking 01 the surroundings of object
detail during conoscopic investigations.
2. Binocular pol-tube S 20 with inclined
observation tubes for eyepieces of stan·
dard diameter.
3. Straight phototube 0 14 with Bertrand
lens and pin-hole stop as under 1.
4. PoJ-phototube FS 22 with inclined
binocular observation tube for eyepieces of standard diameter, and straight
tube part for eyepieces of enlarged field
of view, and support ring and index for
top analyser.

31 Microscope
The stand is equipped with a singleknob control on both sides (Fig. 1,9) lor
coarse and l ine adjustment. whictl actuates the object stag e (Fig. 1.6). One
drum division corresponds to 0.OO2mm
in the line adjustment range. The total
travel of the vertical stage movement is
6Omm. The loot of the stand houses the
lield diaphragm (Fig. 1.11) and microscope illuminator (Fig. 1.10) with a 6v
15W low-voltage lamp (Fig. 5), which is
connected to the mains via a regulating
transformer.
The polarizing condenser 7021 (Fig. 1.8)
is mounted in a dovetail changer below
the object stage (1,6). In addition to the
swing-out and rotating filter polarizer
(8.23) it has an aperture diaphragm
(8.26) and a swing-out condenser top
(8.20).
When the top is swung in, th e condenser
has an aperture of 0.90. If maximum
resolving power is essential in the condenser, the condenser top can be replaced by one of aperture 1.33.
Brightfield-, dsrkground-, and phase
contrast condensers can be inserted in
the dovetail changer instead of the polarizing condenser.
The rotating object stage (1,6) , whictl
0
runs on ballbearings, has a 360 graduation; this can be read to an accuracy
of 0.1 0 by means 01 two verniers. A
clamping screw (1.7) serves for adjusting the friction and for arresting the
stage in any desired po~ll ion .
When a universal rotating stage is used
the annular insert is removed from the
object stage. Revolving nosepiece, objective centring clutch, or incident·light
illuminators such as the pol-vertical illuminator, ULTAOPAK, and metallogra5

32 Objectives, eyepieces

Eyepiece.
Eyepieces of 30mm diameter are used
lor monocular tubes. Binocular tubes
accept eyepieces of standard diameter
of 23.2mm.
Ali eyepieces including crosslines are
inserted in the tube at a fixed orientation (see section 4, p. 9). The horizontal
line corresponds to the vibration direction of th e analyser, and the vertical line
to that 01the polarizer.
II th e crosslines eyepiece Is inserted in
the tube aller rotation through 4S- . the
crosslines correspond to the vibration
direclions 01 birefringent objects in the
diagonal position and Ihose of compensators Inserted into the beam respectively.
Eyepieces with crosslines or graticules
for measuring purposes have focusing
eyelenses.
The magnification of the eyepieces is
engraved on the mount.
The total magnification of the microscope image is calculated as follows,
"'objective x "'eyepiece x "'tube factor
(see also table on p. 16).

For invesligations in polarized light objectives in strainlree mounts are used ;
they are mostly aCflromalS or planachromals. Except the low-power objectives ali objectives have spring-loaded
front lens mounts in order to avoid damage of the specimen and Ihe valuable
optical systems as far as possible. Ali
th e data important to the user of the microscope are eng raved on the objective
mounts, for instance
17010.17
5010.85 P
where
170 "'" the meCflanical tube length for
which the Leitz transmitted-light objectives are computed.
0.17 _ the ideat coverglass thickness
which should be adhered to as closely
as possible.
50 - the reproduction scale or objective magnification.
0.85 _ the numerical aperture, whiCfl
determines the resolving power of the
objective.
P - strainfree mount lor polarized-light
microscopy.
Oil immerSion objectives are distinguished by th e engraved word Oel and a
black ring. For the conoscopiC observation of interference figu res the use 01
the 5010.85 P objective is recommended
because of its relatively large aperture.
Obviously objectives of still higher magnilication and larger aperture can be
used if necessary.
Objectives for incident-light investigations with the pol-vertical illuminator
have been computed for a mechanical
tube lenglh 01 21Smm. The engraved values have the same significance as already described.
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33 Pol·vertlcal illuminator
For investigations in polarized incident
light the LABORLUX-POl is equipped
with the pol-vertical illuminator (Fig. 10).
In addition to a plane glass the vertical
illuminator includes the compensaling
prism (trapezoidal prism according to
Berek) , which provides a homogeneous,
linearly-polarized field. The plane glass
is used when high resolution is necessary (high magnifications) and the quality of polarization of the light is not very
critical, for instance in photomicrography. The prism polarizer (10.30) can
be rotated and, by means of the graduation, accurately orientated. The field diaphragm (10.29), aperture diaphragm
(10.33) and a half SlOP (10.32) are housed in the illumination tube. The aUached, centring microscope Illuminator with
6v 15W low-voltage lamp is, like the
transmitted-light il luminator, connected
to the mains through the regulating
transformer.

34 Compensators
Two compensators of fixed path diNerenee form part of the basic outfit :
i.-plate and i.l4-plate. The vibration direction y is always engraved. The compensators are inserted in the compensator slot on the revolving nosepiece,
in the objective centring clutch, or in the
vertical illuminator.

Fig. 2
,i.-pLI'1
' ·pl l ll(fedl1 fl'OfdlfJ
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4 Assembling the m icroscope

Insert the bulb into the socket of the
lamp mount, depress it and lock it by a
right turn. Insert the microscope illuminator in the foot of the stand and con nect it to the mains through the regulating transformer. Ascertain that type of
current and voltage are correct. If another light source is used suctl as the
sodium lamp or gas disctlarge lamps In
connection with the lamp Housing 250,
the lamp condenser must be removed
from the foot of the stand, see Fig. 3.
Insert the condenser in the dovetail
changer and raise it as far as possible.
Swi ng the condenser top (8.20) into the
beam.
Turn the polarizer (8.23) in and alter releasing the clamping screw (8.24) zero
it. Ae-tighten clamping screw.
Aelease the clamping screw (1 .7) 01 the
object stage. Insert the objective holder
into the dovetail guide 01 the top part
of the microscope and clamp it in position. Insert the objective.
With the revolving nosepiece 1.5:
Screw the objectives into the threads In
the, order of their magnifications. lowest-power objective in thread No. 1,
next-higher power in thread No. 2 etc.
FlO. 3

Aemovlno the I.mp condense, I,om the
s t. nd
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Insert the eyepiece or pair of eyepieces
in the tube. The laleral lug ollhe crosslines eyepiece should engage in the
groove 01 the eyepiece tube so Ihat the
crosslines run horizontally and vertically. They thereby indicate the vibration direction 01 polarizer and analyser
when both are crossed.

With the objecti ve centring clutctl Fig. 4:
Screw the objecti ves into the centring
ctlanging rings (4.13) and insert them
in the clutctl holder from the lelt. Push
the clutctl together and lock the objective in position by a lelt-hand tu rn. Release the clutctl.
When lever (1.4) points downwards the
analyser will be in the beam.

Ensure thai pinhole slop 1.2 and Bertrand lens 1.3 are removed from the
beam path in monocular tubes.

Drop the tube into the top part 01 the
stand so that Ihe two red index marks
are situated above eactl other. Now rolale the tube as lar as it will go Ihrough
aboul 45 0 to the right, thereby loCking it
in position.
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Fig. 4
13 Oblec*o contrlng ling
14 Cenl1 ;ng keyS

15 Objectivo contling clutch with 9bJoctivo in
position
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5 Operation 0' the microscope

ring keys. Centration is preserved also
aller a change of objectives. All the other
objectives should be centred in the same
way.

51 Operation with transmitted light
Switch on the illuminator on the regulating transformer. Open the field diaphrag m (1.1 1) and place the centring
disc (Fig. 6) on the foot of the stand.
When clamping screw (5.18) has been
released the illuminator can be adjusted
to the lamp condenser buill into the foot
of the stand. This adjusts the size of the
illuminated field, which can be very well
observed on the centring disc. Pu ll out
the illumi nator until the field illuminated
on the centring disc is at its smallest.
Aller the knurled screw (5.19) has been
released the lamp can be laterally adjusted. This makes is possible to lorm
an image of the luminous patch exactly
in the centre of the centring disc. Retighten the knu rled screw (5.19) and remove the centring disc.
Turn out the analyser and place a specimen, such as a thin polished section,
on the object stage. Turn in or insert
10/0.25 objective, and focus the specimen by means of the coarse and fine
adjustment.

Fig . 5 Microsco ,.. IlIumlnalo,
16 6v 15W bulb
17 Lamp mounl
16 Clamp ing se,ew
19 Knurled screw fo r Ihe l ateral adjuSlmenl
of the lamp

Now slowly push the lamp mount back
into the loot 01 the stand , observing it in
the eyepiece, until optimum illumination
has been obtained. Re- tightentheclamping screw (5. 18).
Push the centring keys (4.14) supplied
onto the threaded pins 01 the object ive.
A smooth rotation of the object stage
will reveal the point in the specimen
around which all the other points rotate.
Centre this poi nt , whidl represen ts the
rotating axis of the stage, cri tically in
the centre of the crosslines with the aid
of the cen tring keys. Remove the cent-

Fig. 6
Centring disc
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511 Centring the condenser
Close the field diaphragm (1.11). Vertically adjust the condenser until a sharp
image of the field diaphragm is formed
simultaneously with that of the specimen. Move the field diaphragm into the
centre of the field of view by means of
the two centring screws (8.22).
Open the diaphragm until it just disappears beyond the edge of the field 01
vi ew.
This represents the optimum adjustment
01 the condenser, which should be
dlecked after a change of the objective
and the specimen.
The aperture diaphragm (8.26) determines resolution. contrast. and depth of
field of the microscopic image. Ord inarily it is stopped down so that it tran smits about 2/3 of the objective aperture.
This can be checked by observation of
the rear focal plane of the objective
after removal of the eyepiece or turning
in the Bertrand lens below the eyepiece.
Since the objectives have different apertures, the aperture diaphragm must be
readjusted each time the objective has
been changed.
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Fig. 7

Th e colou r te mperalure as luncllon 01 Ihe currenl
load on Ihe lo w-~o llag e lamp

Fig. 8

When objectives of apertures smaller
than 0.25 are used the condenser top
(8.20) must be turned oul. Close the
field diaphragm and lower the condenser below the stage until a sharp image
of the field diaphragm is obtained. Now
open the field diaphragm again and turn
the analyser in.
The microscope is now ready for observation in the orthoscopic beam path .

P<llarizing conde nser
20 Condenser lop (awing-c ui lena)
21 Knu,I..cI knob 10' ope,aling Ih" s wing-o ul lens

22 Cenlrlng s c,ewt
23 Pol aflzer
24 Clamping $c "w lor polariZe r
25 Sliding lill",
211 Apenure dlaph,agm

51 2 Seiling Interference l igures
Adjust the microscope as described under 5.1. Turn in and centre S0/0.85 objective. Move the spec imen into the
centre of the crosslines. Completely
open the aperture diaphragm. Turn the
Bertrand lens (1.3) in. With small objects
disturbing surroundings can be eliminated if the pinhole stop (1 .2) is turned
into the beam.
For the conoscopic observation of very
small specimens the use of objectives
of high magnification , such as Del 100/
1.30, is recommended . The character of
the birefringence is determined by
means of the table below with the aid
of the two compensators supplied.

./kit.
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birefri ng ence
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52 Opera lion with Incident light with
the poi-vertic al Illuminator
Insert and clamp the vertical ill uminator
instead of the objective holder for transmitted Ught in the dovetail guide.
Insert the lamp into t he microscope illuminator, connect it to the mains throug h
the regulating transformer, and switch it

on. II is best to set up the microscope
so that the back of the stand points to wards the user ; the tube should be inserted accordingly. For the adjustment
of the instrument it is advisable to turn
out the analyser. After the clamping
screw has been released, zero the polarizer (10.30). Re-tighten the clamping

Fig . 10
2:1 Knurled kneb ler pus~i n g in I~e prism er p lane
glass
28 Field diBp~ragm tecu. ing lever
29 Fi eld diap~ ' ag m
30 Pe larizer
31 Slide w j,~ central Sleps
32 Hell al ep (nel visible)

33 Ape rt ure d iaphragm
34 Fil ter slet
35 Knurled ring ler ,e le.. ing I~e mlcrescepe
I lluminate r
36 Knu,l.d . cre ..... lor the la teral adju.tment 01
,he l amp
37 Knurl.d ser ...... 10' t he ve rt ical adiustm."t 01
th. eperture d iaph ragm (oblique il lum ination)

screw. Turn in the deflecting prism by
pushing the knurled knob (10.27) in.
(pulled-out = plane glass in the beam
path). Place the specimen on a metal
object slide in a piece of plasticine and
press it into it by means of the handpress Fig. 11 , which must be briefly held
in its lowest position. Screw the objective (e.g. 16/ 0.40) into the centring ring
and insert it in the holder of the clu tch.
Place the specimen on the object stage
and focus it critically. Centre the object
as described under 5.1.

Fi g. 11
Hendpress lo r aligning I ha 'JI(IC lmens

Close the field diaphragm (10.29) and
focus it (10.28). Tilt the knurled knob
(10.27) slighlly in order to move the field
diaphragm into the centre of the field of
view : the deflecting prism has now been
correctly adj usted. Now open the diaphragm so that it just disappears beyond
the edge of the field of view.
For centring the lamp turn the Bertrand
lens (1.3) in , or, with the binocular tube,
remove one eyepiece. Release the knurled screw (10.36) and centre the lamp
in the exit pupil. By adjustment of the
lamp mount even illumination is obtained. Closethe aperture diaphragm (10.33)
by about 1/3. Correct the vertical adjustment of the apertu re diaphragm with
screw (10.37) (see Fig. 12).

Fig. 12
Co rreCI pOSit ion 01 the epef l ~fe diaphrag m end
useful apert ure limitation (image wilh I he aemand
len, lurned in Or Ihe ey.p lace removed and Berek
prism In the beam)

Turn out the Bertrand lens or replace
the eyepiece, whichever the case may
be. Turn in the analyser. Check the dark
position of the crossed polarizers, preferably on a highly reflecting isotropic
object and if necessary readjust the polarizer (10.30). Any disturbing reflections
in the lower part of the field of view can
be eliminated with the aid of the half
stop (10,32).
14

The microscope is now ready for investigations in polarized incident light.

If light sources independent of the microscope are to be used, the low-voltage
illuminator is unscrewed with the knurl ed mount (10.35) and replaced by the
lamp condenser (Fig. 13.40), which is
screwed into the thread .

If any other accessories are used the relevant operating instructions should be
consulted.

Fig. 13
Screw ing In the l amp condenser (40) i or separate
light SOurCeS
38 Knur led sC rew l or , rrestlng the ""n ical
i llumi nator or th a revolving nosepi ece
39 Tube slot l or com pens. tors
40 u mp condenser
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Magni f ic a tion table
for lEITZ-Microscopes
Tube factor. O.8x _ 1 x _ 1.25x
Obj..::1iva
magnl.
Uc. llon

1
'.5

"35
4
5
5.6
'.3

•

.

tot al

6.h

'.3
16

20

"
"32
"60
""
35

ma~nlficatlon

•

20

"
"
"

28

32
45

50

wit h Hu,g , ns or PERIPLAN '

'"

12.51(

16,

10

1,.
32

.

"

32

""
""

.

35

60

60
56

"

f ~p i f C "

20,

16

20
60

60

""
"

55

",

""

80
90

100

"

80
90

100
110

125

80

100

125

160

125

160
200

200
'60

'"

80
90

100
110

100
125
140

80

100

100
125
140

125

160

160
200
'60

175

125
160
200
220

'00
'50
320
350

160
200

200
'50
320

'50
320
400

320
400
500

400
500
630

'"
500
".
BOO

100()

320
340
345

......""'"

500

630

""

675
890
750

...""

1000
1080
1100
1200

"60
1350

'"
4SO

500

630

600

800
875
950

80

500

630

"SO
"00
1500
1800

1600
17SO

475

90
95

565

720
760
800

"SO

""
4000

10
11

12.5
16

20

"

25
32

""60

"
""

55

60

75

".

"'"
600

100
105

".
650

160

1000

550

80

'"

550

600

700
7SO
800

100()

160
175

800

960

10"
11 25

1200
"60

220

'50
320

...

1200
"50

16011

850

900
9SO
100()
1050

1325

1675

1800
1900
2000
2100

"60

1600

'00()

'500

3200

1125

Tha lotal magnl!lcallon. ,ele , to Ihe tu~ faCIOr 1 x.
The magnifiCation. with the tube faCto" 0.8 ~ and
1.25x r. spt ctively Can be IOU"" In the t.bl, by
movinl/ Irom the value lound for "tube factor 1 x"
Into the adj. Cfnt column to Ihe lell _ O.h . nd to
th e ,lgM _ 1.25x.

" SO

1525

'"

320
400
500
5SO
630

800

1375

1500

1875

2000
2375

""

All m' l/nificalion values printed In bold Iyll" co " • • pond 10 the standard magnitlc. tlona obtained by
muil lplicalion of an obl..::tlvt _ by an eyepiece lIan"
dard magnification . Tl1 e other magnilica1ion valu ..
have been rounded up whe" nfCtlu'Y.
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